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The Discrete Logarithm ProblemThe Discrete Logarithm Problem

Given Given aa, , b b ∈∈ ZZnn find an integer find an integer ss such thatsuch that

b = ab = ass (mod (mod nn))



Maple’s mlog()Maple’s mlog()

Suppose thatSuppose that

nn = = ∏∏ ppii
eeii

Then Maple will solve a number of Then Maple will solve a number of 
instances of the DLP modulo each instances of the DLP modulo each ppii and and 
combine them to solve the problem combine them to solve the problem 
modulo modulo nn.  This is the Pohlig.  This is the Pohlig--Hellman Hellman 
algorithm.algorithm.



Maple’s mlog() cont.Maple’s mlog() cont.

To solve each instance of the DPL modulo To solve each instance of the DPL modulo 
ppii, Maple uses Shanks’ Baby, Maple uses Shanks’ Baby--Step, GiantStep, Giant--
Step algorithm.Step algorithm.
Requires Requires OO((ppii

½½) time and space.  If ) time and space.  If ppii is is 
large this can take a lot of resources.large this can take a lot of resources.
Other basic methods for solving the DLP Other basic methods for solving the DLP 
can be substituted for Shankscan be substituted for Shanks’’ method in method in 
the Pohligthe Pohlig--Hellman algorithm.Hellman algorithm.



Modifying Maple’s _Modifying Maple’s _mlogprimemlogprime()()

When When ppii is large (about 32 bits or more) is large (about 32 bits or more) 
we would like to use instead the Index we would like to use instead the Index 
Calculus method to solve the DLP.Calculus method to solve the DLP.
We construct a number of linear We construct a number of linear 
congruences modulo congruences modulo ppii –– 1 and use these 1 and use these 
to find the exponent to find the exponent ss..



Modifying Maple’s _Modifying Maple’s _mlogprimemlogprime() () 
cont.cont.

Notice that ifNotice that if

aacc = = rr / / tt (mod (mod ppii))

for some value for some value cc where where rr and and tt areare

rr = = ∏∏ qqii
rrii

tt = = ∏∏ qqii
ttii

and the and the qqii are are ““smallsmall”” primes, thenprimes, then

cc = = ∑∑ rrii loglogaa qqii –– ∑∑ ttii loglogaa qqii (mod (mod ppii –– 1) 1) 



OptimisingOptimising this methodthis method

The limiting factor in this method is The limiting factor in this method is 
calculating calculating rr and and tt, and deciding whether , and deciding whether 
or not each is divisible by only “small” or not each is divisible by only “small” 
primes (if primes (if rr and and tt are such, they are called are such, they are called 
smoothsmooth).).
To calculate To calculate rr and and tt we use a slight we use a slight 
modification of the Extended Euclidean modification of the Extended Euclidean 
algorithm.algorithm.
nn We can get multiple (We can get multiple (rr, , tt) pairs from each run) pairs from each run



OptimisingOptimising this method cont.this method cont.

The strategies that we employed to The strategies that we employed to 
optimiseoptimise the smoothness check on the smoothness check on rr and and tt
werewere
nn If If rr is not smooth then we need not check is not smooth then we need not check t.t.
nn It is likely that It is likely that rr (or (or tt)) is divisible by 2, 3, …, is divisible by 2, 3, …, 

29, so we trial divide these immediately.29, so we trial divide these immediately.
nn It is unlikely that It is unlikely that r r (or (or tt)) is divisible by 31, 37, is divisible by 31, 37, 

…, so we check the …, so we check the gcdgcd of the product of of the product of 
these against these against rr before trial dividing these before trial dividing these 
primes.primes.



OptimisingOptimising this method cont.this method cont.

nn 29 is the 1029 is the 10thth prime; we also tested ending the prime; we also tested ending the 
automatically divided primes with the 6automatically divided primes with the 6thth, 8, 8thth, , 
1212thth and 15and 15thth primes, but 10 worked best.primes, but 10 worked best.

nn We bundled the rest of the “small” primes in We bundled the rest of the “small” primes in 
groups of 20 for computing the groups of 20 for computing the gcdgcd of the of the 
product of each group with product of each group with rr..

nn We tested groups of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50, as We tested groups of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50, as 
well as groups of increasing size (i.e. first well as groups of increasing size (i.e. first 
group 20, second group 30, etc.), but fixing group 20, second group 30, etc.), but fixing 
the group size at 20 worked best.the group size at 20 worked best.
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